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Ridgeline Of NZ Product Warranty
All Ridgeline of NZ products are unconditionally warranted against faulty materials and workmanship. These need to be taken 
back to the retailer they were purchased from to process your claim.
Where Can I Buy Ridgeline of NZ products from?
See website – www.ridgeline.co.nz for Dealers closest to you. Second generation Ridgeline of NZ products CANNOT be 
purchased directly from Cameron Sports Imports Ltd, unless for export outside a country not already represented by a distributor. 
All RRP prices (NZ$) in this catalogue are GST inclusive.
Disclaimer
All prices are recommended retail only and all products and fabrics used by Ridgeline of NZ are continually being improved and 
redesigned which at times may alter the features of the products. We at Ridgeline of NZ therefore reserve the right to at times 
change the colour available, price or design. Our Ridgeline of NZ dealers shall be kept up to date with any changes. Ridgeline of NZ 
is a registered Trade Mark of Cameron Sports Imports Ltd, NZ.
© March 2012 – Cameron Sports Imports Ltd
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When Simon and Chris Jolly from Chris Jolly Outdoors 
suggested Ridgeline come down to their costal Wairarapa 
hunting block for some product testing, my fi rst thoughts 
were of four days in a hunter’s paradise – who wouldn’t jump 
at the chance? 

Following the success of the 2011 hunt with the lads Diesel 
(Kipp O’Donnell), Ferry (Nick Ferry) and Pike (Matt Lee), I felt 
obliged to rope them in on such a great hunting opportunity. 
So with a bit of military organisation, we found ourselves 
checking-in our Ridgeline kit and accessories onto the big tin 
bird, destination windy Wellington. 

We endured a typically ‘Hail Mary’ landing – it would have 
been disappointing if we hadn’t – which only served to 
heighten our excitement. Not only were we still alive, we 
were that much closer to our destination. I had given the boys 
a run-down on the hunting block and they were naturally 
chomping at the bit to get amongst it. If this trip turned out to 
be even half as successful as the last one we were in for a 
treat.

˜ Four legs, one foot and a couple of feelers ˜

- FOUR LEGS, ONE FOOT AND A COUPLE OF FEELERS

PREMIUM ZIP 
TEE
Stock Code: RLCW
Now with the added bonus of a zip 
and some well deserved styling 
the Premium Zip Tee offers even 
more than its standard Classic 
Tee brother. With a plush fi nish 
and anti-pill treatment you will get 
years of use from this great Kiwi 
stalwart. Made from Ridgeline’s 
SOUTHERNSTAR 300 fabric it will 
keep you warm as an over garment 
on those fresh mornings or as an 
under garment during those wintery 
blasts.
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From the airport we loaded up the Prado wagon and headed 
out of town, stopping en route for the necessary supplies, not 
to mention some tucker. Then it was over the Rimutakas and 
down onto the alluvial Wairarapa plains, where at 
Martinborough we hung a right and headed east out to 
Te Awaiti Station on the rugged Wairarapa Coast.

At the end of the road we arrived at a locked gate where 
Simon was waiting for us. The meet and greet was quite 
challenging with every second word getting lost in the 
blustery nor’wester, so without further ado, we jumped into 
our wagons and headed up through the coastal farmland 
property. 

After 30 minutes of motoring north along the ruggedly 
spectacular coastline, we came to the start of the hill track. 
It was time to get serious and test our 4 x 4 skills: slipping 
the wagon into low ratio we chewed our way up the well 
maintained, yet slippery, bulldozed tracks gaining elevation 
towards ‘Blowhard Hut’ some 6km inland. It’s aptly named 
because very strong gusts battered us as we unloaded the 
wagon, but with plenty of daylight available, we kitted up in 
our Ridgeline gear, jumped onto the trusty Polaris Rangers 
and worked our way along the tracks into the heart of the 
hunting block. 

- FOUR LEGS, ONE FOOT AND A COUPLE OF FEELERS

TOP 2 TOE 
(8 PIECE)
Stock Code: RLCXT2

The 8 Piece Top to Toe pack offers 
unbeatable value with a quality 
Micro Fleece L/S Shirt, Classic 
Workman’s Tee, a Micro Fleece 
Singlet, a pair of Micro Fleece 
Trousers, a Fleece Beanie, a Slash 
Cap, a pair of Snug Fit Socks and a 
branded Mug to help keep you warm 
on the inside. Everything you need 
to keep you warm in the outdoors, 
from Top to Toe inside to out.
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The Rangers’ speed saw us eat up a lot of un-huntable 
ground, giving us more time to glass the grassy slopes 
dotted throughout each valley we came to. Driving up 
over an exposed ridge, we were greeted by the blustery 
nor’wester that served a blast of cool air with the force of a 
shepherd whistling at his deaf huntaway in a head wind! I 
looked back at the following Polaris and saw the boys hunker 
down when they hit the ridge, all looking very thankful for 
their windproof Grizzly, Mallard and Monsoon II jackets, 
Glacier gloves and toasty beanies as they were belted by the 
icy blast.

Having owned the hunting rights to the Te Awaiti Station 
for 21 years, Simon and Chris knew it like the backs of their 
hands, so naturally they knew where the deer were likely to 
be at any given time of the day. With this expert knowledge, it 
wasn’t long before we found ourselves parked up and 
glassing a large open face in the sheltered part of a valley. 

It never ceases to amaze me at how some guys can spot 
game quicker than others – it seems the more you do it the 
easier it becomes. So true to form, it was the Jolly boys who 
spotted our fi rst target. Once they explained where the deer 
were, I got my Zeiss PRF range fi nder out and the largest of 

FOUR LEGS, ONE FOOT AND A COUPLE OF FEELERS -

TORRENT 
JACKET
Stock Code: RLCFTJ

Ever had the ultimate weather 
experience? You will remember 
if you have. They aren’t that 
uncommon in New Zealand, 
especially with climate change 
going on, so with the idea of a 
‘weather bomb’ in mind we have 
designed the ‘Torrent Range’ - the 
ultimate in bad weather protection 
to ensure you couldn’t care less 
about the weather on Opening 
Weekend.Weekend.
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the animals read 550m away. A long shot, especially with a 
cross-wind blowing harder than a lady of the night at the V8 
supercar series in Hamilton!

It was clear the shooter needed to get a little closer to 
increase his chances of a successful shot. Simon led Ferry 
down the track, scurrying under the shelter of the tawhini 
bushes in search of a spot for a clear shot across the valley. 
Eventually Ferry found a position where he had to dig out the 
loose earth and allow for a semi-steady shot with the bipod 
down. The Howa 7mm Rem Mag would launch the 150-grain 
Winchester Power Point projectile at 2,900 feet per second, 
so at 440m it was a matter of steadying the Zeiss Conquest 
3.5-10 x 50 crosshairs dead on the shoulder of the eight-point 
stag and squeezing the responsive trigger. 

The fi rst shot: boom! “Missed!” The second: boom! “The 
animal defi nitely fl inched”. 

On the sound of the shots, the rest of the team headed down 
to meet the ‘sharp-shooter’, where they then followed the 
track down to the base of the valley, got off the wagons and 

- FOUR LEGS, ONE FOOT AND A COUPLE OF FEELERSFOUR LEGS, ONE FOOT AND A COUPLE OF FEELERS -

STALKER PANT
Stock Code: RLCTS

We have taken the classic Kiwi 
fl eece trousers to a different level. 
We started with hardwearing 
bonded fl eece and added a Cordura 
back for a tough reinforced seat 
you’ll appreciate when glassing 
on rock and shingle. The straight 
leg has a functional knee cut for 
walking and climbing comfort 
and belt loops for your favourite 
belt – no more wet-fl eece drag and 
sag. Other features include side 
air vents, two front zip-pockets, an 
elastic waistband and a zip-fl y for 
convenience and security.
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walked on up to where the animal was last seen. The ever 
faithful chocolate labradors, Charlie Brown and Benson, the 
canine equivalent of Chris and Simon – father and son – were 
feverish in their quest for the potential quarry and worked the 
hill with military precision. 

With no real sign, Simon mentioned to the lads that he 
would look for the bullets to see if the deer had been hit. 
We all looked at each other and smirked at the prospect of 
Simon being able to fi nd a bullet in the side of a hill that was 
launched nearly half a kilometre away! Joke we may have, 
but in true metal detector fashion the ninja found them both. 
Conclusion: they weren’t in a deer! So back to the drawing 
board we went. 

The next morning it was pitch-black when the smell of frying 
bacon made its way into our nostrils. Simon had been up and 
at it, ensuring there was enough tucker for the lads to get 
us through what was to be a big day’s hunting. Beating the 
dawn was the aim, so we geared up in our trusty Ridgeline 
ensemble, loaded our packs with all the necessary accesso-
ries for the day, slung our rifl es and left camp to pit our skills 
against our ever-cautious four-legged prey. Simon and Chris 
had given us the run-down on the plan of attack while we 
devoured breakfast, so with the team all aware of what we 
were in for, spirits were high. 

There are a couple of key ways to hunt the Te Awaiti country, 
each dependent on the time of year, the time of day, and of 
course the weather. It was July, so the roar was well and 
truly over, although the stags still had their heads, so our best 
luck would be at either dusk or dawn when they were out 
feeding. 

As it was early morning, the key for us was to get to a good 
vantage point where we could sit and wait for the light to 
increase, allowing us to glass a nice big open face. With the 
darkness beginning to lose its battle with the light our senses 
heightened at the prospect of a suitable animal appearing on 
the face to take its fi nal mouthfuls of grass before retiring to 
the safety of the bush for the day. But to no avail. After two 
hours of glassing the area we decided on the next option – 
bush stalking.

It is said that during the roar it often sounds like a team of 
forestry workers on their chainsaws are going full noise in Te 
Awaiti’s valleys, with large numbers of stags all ramped up 
and irritating each other wanting to scrap. The thought of it is 
enough to make the hairs stand up on your neck. However, in 
July the only thing we could hear was birdsong and the wind 
amongst the tree tops. So at this time of year 
stalking requires a high degree of alertness and stealth to 
avoid spooking any animals. 

The boys spread out to give the leading hunter a chance and 
we spent a good part of the day sidling along the bush valleys 
and creeping up on open clearings in search of our ever-
elusive quarry. We came across a number of groups of hinds 
and spikers, but these were not what we were looking for, so 
we watched as they eventually winded us and disappeared 
like ghosts into the surrounding bush.

It was near mid-afternoon, with Pike at the front on point, 
when things heated up. Well, the barrel of his rifl e at least! 
Getting near the end of our bush stalk, we were certain that 
there wasn’t much chance of a stag in the vicinity, so Pike 
took it upon himself to get the fi rst points on the board. Boom! 
One billy goat met his gruff. Not exactly the 16-point trophy 
stag from the year before, but Pike was keen to solidify in 
the minds of the lads just how good his eye was. Speaking of 
good, the only good thing for the goat was that at the time of 
his death he was… how should I put it… getting to know a 
certain nanny rather intimately. What a way to go! 

Boom! One billy 
goat met his 
gruff.

FOUR LEGS, ONE FOOT AND A COUPLE OF FEELERS - - FOUR LEGS, ONE FOOT AND A COUPLE OF FEELERS

GRIZZLY JACKET
Stock Code: RLCJGJ
Looking for that extra warmth 
this winter? Well the Grizzly 
offers just that. Ridgeline’s new 
SOUTHERNSTAR 340 PRO fl eece 
offers great wind protection. That, 
coupled with its generous fi t and 
feature ridden style, you certainly 
won’t catch a chill wearing this 
garment. The Grizzly is aptly named, 
for as soon as you put it on, it feels 
as if you have stepped into the arms 
of a bear – minus the agro!
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With the fi rst blood on his hands, we were eager to capture 
Pike’s brilliance with a photo that he could hang next to his 
previous monster head. So all in good humour he obliged, but 
was devastated when he realised that his shot was wasted 
on a stinking old billy goat and Diesel was the man in waiting 
and next on point. 

The weather had gradually worsened as the day progressed, 
so when the heavens opened up we all dashed to our packs 
to fi nd and don our trusty Ridgeline Monsoon II and Roar II 
jackets. The look in all our eyes said, “Thank god for that”, 
as Mother Nature threw enough rain our way that even an 
Ethiopian farmer would be sick of the sight of it. Not looking 
like it was going to let up much at all, we made the call to 
head back to the hut to re-group, get into some fresh clothes 
and line our bellies with some hot tucker.  

Back at the hut, having just put the kettle on for a hot brew, 
the rain came to a sudden halt and we all knew what that 
meant - high odds that there would be animals coming out 
onto the clearings at dusk to escape the sodden bush and 

refi ll their tanks with fresh pasture. Keen to make the most of 
the remaining light, we were nearly out the door as quickly as 
the rain had stopped and back on the hunt. The kettle could 
wait; the deer, well, they couldn’t. 

The area we headed to was one that had produced some 
fi ne trophies over the years, so anticipation was high and we 
were feeling confi dent. Diesel thought all his Christmases had 
come at once when we came to the edge of the track and 
looked down onto a clearing about 300m away. It had deer 
written all over it, and deer there were! 

We identifi ed a young animal that had the biggest of the 
heads and which happened to be in a good spot for a stalk. 
Chris and Diesel made their way down through the bush to 
remain under cover and worked their way towards the target, 
all the while the rest of us sat and watched the hunt unfold. 
By the time the boys had got down through the bush and back 
into sight, the light had drastically reduced. It was going to be 
tight and you could sense the urgency in their stalking. 

Never ready for the shot, we jumped when Diesel squeezed 
the trigger and bowled over the eight-point stag. Well, that 
was for a split-second, anyhow! The large animal promptly 
got to its feet and took off down the hill towards the bush and 
ultimately the creek. Not what was planned, but all part of 
hunting. 

Chris and Simon haven’t always had deer dogs, but with the 
introduction of Charlie Brown and more recently Benson, 
they not only found more deer when stalking but also had a 
100% success rate in retrieving wounded animals. Frankly 
speaking, they are worth their weight in gold. 

FOUR LEGS, ONE FOOT AND A COUPLE OF FEELERSL - - FOUR LEGS, ONE FOOT AND A COUPLE OF FEELERS

ULTIMATE 
PIKAU
Stock Code: RLAPPZ
Maori used fl ax pikau to carry food 
and implements. The word has 
evolved to mean ‘carry’, as well 
as carry-bag, hence the term to 
‘pikau’ a pig or deer carcass. Our 
Ridgeline Pikau, manufactured from 
durable bonded fl eece that’s silent 
in thick bush, has an external zip 
pocket and padded shoulder straps. 
It complements our Rata bum-bag 
nicely if you plan a day-trip to the 
open tops with all the gear. .

GUNSLINGA 
HYDRO PACK
Stock Code: RLAPHBPMX

This do-anything, go anywhere 
back pack is a must for all avid 
hunters. Made from our unique 
Quiet-Tex outer and PVC internal 
fabric it will withstand the rigours 
of the hunt. Featuring waist and 
chest belts, 30L capacity, side 
pockets, and gun holder. The 
perfect back pack for out in the 
wild. (Bladder not included)

continued on page 70
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Complementing our high-end jackets, Roar Pants are 
made from the same feature-packed fabric and are our 
top-of-the-range serious all-weather trousers. These 
pants are just the business and offer the ultimate in all-
weather protection when combined with our Monsoon 
II or Roar II Jackets.

Featuring:
• Seam-sealed RL-TEXTM fabric
• Reinforced seat and ankle areas
• Two waterproof zip-front pockets
• Dome waist and zip-fl y with belt loops
• One-third length side-zips for easy on/off over boots 

The Monsoon II Jacket is Ridgeline’s state-of-the-art 
storm weather outerwear in the popular anorak style. 
Again, we have gone for the ‘Big Four’ – warmth, 
waterproofi ng, durability and functionality.

Featuring:
• Ridgeline’s waterproof/breathable and abrasion- 
 resistant seam-sealed RL-TEXTM three-layer shell
• Adjustable waist cinch
• Adjustable double-cuff system with self-fabric outer  
 cuffs and internal neoprene cuffs to keep water out  
 and warmth in

ROAR PANT

MONSOON II JACKET

Stock Code: RLCPPR

Stock Code: RLCPAM2

S-5XL

S-3XL

Olive

Teak

Buffalo
Camo

Buffalo
Camo

You can go to Africa and hunt the ‘Big Five’ but if 
you want to hunt the New Zealand Mountains in 
any weather you will need the Ridgeline ‘Big Four’: 
warmth, waterproofi ng, durability and functionality. 
Our fully seam-sealed, waterproof and windproof 
Roar II Jacket is loaded with features to help you 
get it done whatever the weather. New cuffs, a new 
hood design and new front pockets add comfort and 
functionality for this season. 

ROAR II JACKET
Stock Code: RLCPJR2

Camo NZ$349.99 Olive NZ$329.99 Camo NZ$219.99 Olive NZ$209.99

Camo NZ$289.99 Plain NZ$269.99

S-5XL Olive
Buffalo

Camo

9.99 Olive NZ$329.99

Olive

Featuring:
• Waterproof/breathable and abrasion-resistant 
 seam-sealed RL-TEXTM three-layer shell
• Full-length zip with double-function storm fl aps
• Two big cargo patch-pockets
• Waterproof zipped binocular chest pocket
• Generous detachable hood system
• Adjustable double-cuff system with fabric outer cuffs  
 and internal neoprene cuffs to keep water out and  
 warmth in

WET WEATHER GEAR - - WET WEATHER GEAR

Double Cuff System

Double Cuff System

Leg Zips Reinforced Seat

Two Chest Pockets
Large Chest Pocket
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TORRENT JACKET TORRENT PANT
Stock Code: RLCFTJ Stock Code: RLCPPT

S-5XL S-5XLOlive Olive
Buffalo

Camo
Buffalo

Camo

Ever experienced a real ‘weather bomb’? They aren’t 
that uncommon in New Zealand, so with that in mind, 
we have designed the ‘Torrent’ range, the ultimate in 
storm weather protection, so you won’t care less about 
the weather on Opening Weekend.

Torrent Pants are Ridgeline’s lightweight yet 
waterproof pants. Made from a lighter weight material 
than Roar Pants, they are designed for all-day hunting 
in heavy rain, as well as cool autumn mornings.
 

Featuring:
• Ridgeline’s unique seam-sealed QUIET-TEX PROTM  
 laminated shell which is 100% waterproof, windproof,
 and abrasion resistant
• Two deep cargo pockets and two chest pockets
• Interior zippered and velcro pockets
• Underarm waterproof zips for temperature regulation
• Shooter’s hood for perfect shooting visibility
• Full-length double-zip and button storm-fl ap
• Velcro-clipped cuffs

line’s lightweight yet Featuring:
• Ridgeline’s seam-sealed QUIET-TEX PROTM fabric –  
 100% waterproof, windproof and abrasion resistant
• Elasticised waist with belt loops for an all-sizes  
 comfort fi t
• Mesh lining
• Internal fl ap-pocket
• One-third length side-zips for easy on/off over boots

Camo NZ$269.99 Olive NZ$259.99 Camo NZ$159.99 Olive NZ$149.99

WET WEATHER GEAR - - WET WEATHER GEAR

Under Arm Zip

Double Chest Pocket
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MALLARD JACKET SHADOW FLYWEIGHT JACKET

MALLARD ANORAK SHADOW FLYWEIGHT PANT

Stock Code: RLCPJM Stock Code: RLCJSFO

Stock Code: RLCPJMA Stock Code: RLCPSFO

S-3XL S-3XL

S-3XL S-3XL

Olive Olive

Olive Olive

Buffalo
Camo

Buffalo
Camo

Blaze 
Camo

This little beauty is the go-to lightweight anorak to 
throw into your pack for a day-stalk, or tie around your 
waist. Light and versatile, the Mallard Anorak has ample 
pocket storage for binos and ammo. It’s a jacket that 
you won’t want to go without. 

Featuring:
• Ridgeline’s unique seam-sealed QUIET-TEXTM 
 laminated shell – 100% waterproof and windproof.
• Large bino chest pocket
• Shooter’s hood allowing perfect shooting visibility
• Two-sided front pockets
• Zip closure for easy on and off
• Velcro-clipped cuffs

The matching pant for the Shadow Jacket, these 
over-trousers will keep the most persistent of weather 
out so you remain comfortable. A roomy fi t to allow for 
optimal performance, these pants are a must for that 
emergency when it is too cold for even your legs to face 
the elements. 

Perfect for stalking or wildfowling, our pack-away 
Mallard Jacket features Quiet-TexTM, a two-layer 
fabric that is warm, light and waterproof – perfect for 
impromptu and short notice hunts. Check out our fi rst-
on-the-market Blaze waterproof jacket – the ideal way 
to remain seen by the guys with the guns, yet hidden 
from the game.

Featuring:
• Ridgeline’s unique seam-sealed QUIET-TEXTM   
 laminated shell – 100% waterproof and windproof
• Two deep cargo pockets
• Shooter’s hood for perfect shooting visibility
• Full-length double-zip and buttoned storm-fl ap
• Velcro-clipped cuffs

Lightweight yet fully waterproof, this seam-sealed shell 
jacket should live at the bottom of your pack ready and 
waiting for when Mother Nature throws you a curve 
ball. A generous fi t to accommodate multiple clothing 
layers, it offers the protection you need to battle the 
elements. 

ur
ple 

Blaze Camo NZ$199.99(Olive & Buffalo Camo not available in NZ)

Camo NZ$149.99 Plain NZ$129.99

Plain NZ$99.99

Plain NZ$79.99

T

ell
d 

.99

WET WEATHER GEAR - - WET WEATHER GEAR
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Sick of rolling up your sleeves? This classic design is 
just the answer. With the same cut and features as 
the Flood Bushshirt, the Morepork is a classy-looking, 
short-sleeved utility bushshirt that leaves the forearms 
exposed and unrestricted by nuisance long sleeves. 
The generous chest pocket and two side-pockets easily 
pack a GPS tracking unit and any other crucial hunting 
accessory.

We’ve borrowed the tried and true rugby shorts 
design, but instead of heavy, water-retaining cotton, 
we’ve made ours from Ridgeline’s rugged, durable and 
quick drying TRI-TECH fabric. Featuring a drawstring, 
elasticised waist, two front pockets and a rear zip-
pocket, Stalker Shorts will be your new favourite – ideal 
for out on the farm or the back of beyond. 

MOREPORK S/S BUSHSHIRT STALKER PANT

STALKER SHORT

Stock Code: RLCBPS Stock Code: RLCTS

Stock Code: RLCTSS

S-3XL S-4XL

XS-3XL

Olive Olive

Olive

Black

Black

Black

We have taken the classic Kiwi fl eece trousers to a 
different level. We started with hardwearing bonded 
fl eece and added a Cordura back for a tough reinforced 
seat you’ll appreciate when glassing on rock and 
shingle. The straight leg has a functional knee cut for 
walking and climbing comfort and belt loops for your 
favourite belt – no more wet-fl eece drag and sag. Other 
features include side air vents, two front zip-pockets, 
an elastic waistband and a zip-fl y for convenience and 
security.

Plain NZ$69.99 Plain NZ$99.99

Camo NZ$59.99 Plain NZ$49.99

Buffalo Camo
/ Black 

UTILITY GEAR - - UTILITY GEAR
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AURORA JACKET FLOOD BUSHSHIRT

RAZORBACK JACKETBLAZE CAMO VEST

Stock Code: RLCJSStock Code: RLCBF

Stock Code: RLCJSROStock Code: RLCVHZ

Olive

RedBlack

Olive
Black

Bufalo
Camo

Blaze 
Camo

Black

XS-5XL

S-2XL

XS-3XL

S-3XL

We really like our easy on, easy off Flood Bushshirt – 
perfect for a last look at the river fl ats in the evening 
or as all-day work or play wear. We’ve backed bonded 
fl eece with a waterproof breathable membrane and 
added a big zipped chest-pocket and two zipped waist-
pockets. With a generous front zip and comfort collar, 
the Flood is hard to beat on price and practicality. Keep 
it handy on the back seat of the truck for everyday wear, 
and if you lose a dog out hunting, leave it lying in the 
bush – your fi nder will be sitting on it the next day!

Make sure you are seen with this moisture-wicking 
Blaze Camo vest. Cut to fi t over your outer garments 
with a full-length zip-front for easy on and off, it’s a 
must-have for every bush hunter and a cheap way to 
stay alive.

The successor to our highly popular Dryskin Jacket, 
the Aurora Jacket takes inspiration from the aurora 
borealis/australis night-lights of polar skies. We’ve 
matched the graphics with our colour range of black, 
navy, olive and red in a new, smart looking and tough 
soft-shell material. We’ve kept the removable hood, big 
zipped pockets, adjustable cuffs and fully windproof 
construction – features that make you look and feel 
good in any environment. Ridgeline’s fl agship jacket 
tells you what we think about our clothing: good looking, 
tough, functional and well priced.

Stylish and dressy, warm and comfortable, you’ll look 
good anywhere, anytime in the Razor Back Jacket. 
Check out our classy two-tone pattern of Olive and 
Black in this smart, tough, soft-shell jacket. Offering a 
removable hood, roomy zip-pockets, adjustable cuffs 
and windproof construction, it comes with Ridgeline’s 
guarantee of quality manufacturing. You can hunt in it 
if you want, but if you can’t get a leave pass, leave it 
on and take the Doris out for a fl ash meal on the town 
(leave the hood down). She’ll appreciate the attention 
and you should be right the next time your mate rings 
with an easy one tied up.

-
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Camo NZ$114.99 Plain NZ$99.99

Plain NZ$199.99Camo NZ$24.99

UTILITY GEAR - - TOWN N’ COUNTRY GEAR

Not available in NZ
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When it’s raining hard and you have to head out, 
this new-look Ridgeline Calibre Jacket is just the 
ticket. With its three-layer, waterproof, seam-sealed 
technology and stylish use of colour and design, this 
new jacket is a step up in style. You will look the part – 
and keep dry.

Famous for our black/olive and camo clothing, we 
thought it was about time to introduce a splash of fl are 
and colour so we can really stand out when we want to! 
Named by our ‘Ridgeline Faithfuls’, this stylish Women’s 
Kakapo jacket comes in Lime/Black or Red/Black and is 
perfect for a casual hike in the country, shouting at the 
side lines or dashing into town in. The durable, softshell 
fabric includes a windproof membrane and with a 
drawstring hood to keep your hair dry, and the tailored 
waist for a fl attering fi t you are good to go.
The generous chest and sleeve pockets give you plenty 
of room for your accessories - whether it is your lippie, 
mobile phone or GPS unit!

TRACER JACKET MENS KAKAPO JACKET 

CALIBRE JACKET WOMENS KAKAPO JACKET 

Stock Code: RLCCJST Stock Code: RLCJK 

Stock Code: RLCJSCG Stock Code: RLLJK

S-4XL

XS-3XL

S-5XL 8-18Grey

BlackOrange

RedGreen 

Certainly not out of place on the farm, but defi nitely 
at home down at the sale yards, this new design 
incorporates the latest soft-shell fabrics for a complete 
package. Lightweight yet waterproof, it is just the ticket 
for the backseat of your wagon ready to throw on when 
it looks like rain.

This jacket is fl ash! Not to be worn on the farm bringing 
in the cows or used whilst chasing pigs through the 
bush. We’ve added a splash of colour to the Ridgeline 
range because sometimes we want to be noticed, 
especially when a jacket looks this good! The durable 
softshell fabric, with a windproof membrane, and 
drawstring hood will keep out the elements and 
generous sized pockets to warm those large hands. 
Chest and sleeve pockets provide room for accessories 
- whether it is your keys, beer money or the mrs’s 
shopping list. Sorry - not available in lime - that’s just 
for the ladies!

Plain NZ$169.99 Plain NZ$139.99

Plain NZ$139.99

TOWN N’ COUNTRY GEAR -  - TOWN N’ COUNTRY GEAR

Not available in NZ

Lime/
Black

Red/
Black

Red/
Black
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DEER HOODIE LADIES DOWN VEST
Stock Code: RLCCHTDEER Stock Code: RLLVD

S-5XL 8-20OliveBlack Black

Look the part when you head down to the hunting 
competition prize giving or into town to stock up for 
your next big hunt. The Deer Hoodie is made of super 
warm poly/cotton fl eece and with the eye-catching 
deer artwork on the front. Featuring Ridgeline’s famous 
Buffalo Camo print, this hoodie sets itself apart from 
the rest. Not stopping there, we have used the same 
camo print effect on the inside of the hood to make this 
garment as unique as they come.

Finally one for the ladies. This garment has been 
especially designed for those busy, outdoor ladies who 
want to look good whilst remaining snug and warm. The 
50% duck feather and 50% goose down and shawl collar 
is guaranteed to keep the warmth in without restricting 
movement so the work can still get done, or not; your 
choice as long as you look great. The water resistant 
rip stop shell is an essential performance feature and 
tapered stitching around the waist give that feminine 
fi nish that hubby’s jacket just doesn’t provide.

Plain NZ$84.99 Plain NZ$129.99

TOWN N’ COUNTRY GEAR - - TOWN N’ COUNTRY GEAR

MT COOK JACKET MENS WOOLLEN JUMPER
Stock Code: RLCJM Stock Code: RLCJW

Black
Olive/
Marl

Navy/
MarlXS-5XL XS-5XL

You don’t have to climb our highest peak in this 
jacket, but you could if you wanted to. We’ve taken a 
three-layer fl eece and added a breathable micro-pore 
windproof membrane that enhances insulation 300% 
and wicks away moisture at the same time. There are 
two zipped slash-pockets, roomy sleeves and a shock-
cord bottom for the complete warmth lock. It’s fi nished 
with a stand-up collar to complete a standout look, but 
you don’t need to take off your Mt Cook Jacket when it’s 
time to get the cows in.

Been called up last minute for dinner at the In-laws? 
“You have to look sharp” she says. All good, we have 
the solution. Throw on the new woollen blend jumper 
with its versatile ribbed collar and short front zip and 
you’re off. Women love to see the blokes dressed in 
wool and this outfi t will fi t the bill. The 20% wool gives 
you the warmth required to keep the ladies happy 
and the 80% acrylic gives the garment fl exibility and 
ensures you have a quality product that will keep 
looking great for years. Looks bloody good down the 
pub too if pleasing the ladies isn’t your thing!
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Plain NZ$149.99 Plain NZ$79.99
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BUFFALO CAMO LEAF SUIT
Stock Code: RLCLX3D

S-4XL
Buffalo

Camo

Durable, lightweight and easily packed, this versatile 3D 
Buffalo Camo package is easy to carry anywhere you 
hunt. The entire suit will fi t into a daypack and still leave 
plenty of space for all your gear. Since it goes on quietly, 
you can disappear into almost any surroundings in just 
seconds without spooking game. Perfect for warmer 
weather conditions, it can be worn over any colour 
garment for instant camoufl age.
Crafted of lightweight 100% polyester 3D laser-cut 
fabric for the ultimate in concealment regardless of 
terrain. Hooded top includes face veil.

 

 
, 

3D Camo NZ$199.99

STEALTH GEAR -

SABLE AIR-FLOW L/S ZIP TOP

SABLE AIR-FLOW S/S T-SHIRT

Stock Code: RLSASL

Stock Code: RLSASSX

Buffalo
Camo

Buffalo
CamoS-3XL

S-3XL

Hunting in hot weather? We all do these days with 
climate change warming the temperatures, so here at 
Ridgeline we have designed our Sable Air-Flow Zip-Top 
in a perforated, lightweight material that will keep you 
cool and keen on a hot day in the bush. The collar offers 
neck protection from the burning sun.

On those days where it is too hot for long sleeves, 
we offer the Air-Flow T-Shirt. Made from the same 
perforated lightweight material as its zip-top cousin, 
this little number is sure to keep you cool and keen on a 
hot day in the bush.

in, 
on a 

Camo NZ$69.99

Camo NZ$49.99

Blaze 
Camo

- AIR FLOW GEAR
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 AIR FLOW GEAR -

SABLE AIR-FLOW SHORT

SABLE AIR-FLOW PANT

Stock Code: RLSADX

Stock Code: RLSATX

Buffalo
Camo

Buffalo
Camo

S-5XL

S-3XL

It gets hot in the bush – really hot – so a cold one under 
the awning in camp is just fi ne while you wait for game 
to move in during the evening. We have designed our 
Buffalo Camo Air-Flow range to keep you cool hunting in 
hot weather, so what could be better to wear than easy-
fi t Sable Shorts with half-elastic waist and draw-cord, 
and double stitching for durability?

Climate change? We’re onto it at Ridgeline with our 
exciting new range of air-fl ow mesh Air-Flow Buffalo 
Camo Gear. Hunting is cool, and you will be too in our 
Sable Pants, featuring two side-entry pockets and a 
cargo pocket, plus a rear pocket for total convenience. 
Double-stitched for durability with half elastic-waist 
and presented in our hugely popular Buffalo Camo – SEE 
WITHOUT BEING SEEN – match these pants with either 
our Sable Shorts or long-sleeved polo shirt.

Not available in NZ

Camo NZ$79.99

TERRITORY L/S SHIRT

TERRITORY S/S SHIRT

Stock Code: RLSBTLX

Stock Code: RLSBTSX

Buffalo
Camo

Buffalo
CamoS-5XL

S-5XL

The Ridgeline Territory Long-Sleeve Shirt is both 
comfortable and durable. With functional chest 
pockets and extra length for comfort, this shirt is the 
all-purpose camo garment.

The Territory Short-Sleeve Shirt is a direct copy of 
the Long-Sleeve version, but without the sleeves for 
superior freedom of movement.

Not available in NZ

Not available in NZ

 - COTTON GEAR
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COTTON GEAR -

HYENA JACKET

SPRINGBUCK S/S TEE

Stock Code: RLSJPCX

Stock Code: RLSSSTX

Buffalo
Camo

Buffalo
Camo

S-5XL

S-5XL

With the early morning chill cutting deep, what garment 
should you choose – warm or comfortable? Ridgeline 
has the solution with the Hyena Jacket, offering superb 
comfort and unbelievable warmth. This durable cotton 
jacket is tough enough to handle thick, thorny South 
African bush. It has a removable hood and plenty 
of pockets for storage. Be part of the Buffalo Camo 
generation and get your jacket today.

Styled like its long-sleeved brother, the Spring Buck is 
the ideal top for hot summer stalks. With a generous fi t 
you are sure to remain comfortable in even the hottest 
hunting weather.

uck is
ous fi t 
ottest 

Not available in NZ

Not available in NZ

LOGO POLO SERIES

BREEZE POLO 

DRAKE  – RLCWPDC
BOAR  – RLCWPBC
MARLIN  – RLCWPMC
STAG  – RLCWPSC

Stock Code: RLCWBPC

Charcoal
/ black

Charcoal
/ black

Olive
/ black

S-3XL

S-3XL

The Logo Polo series is designed to celebrate our 
passion. If you are into hunting pigs, deer or ducks, or 
big game fi shing, we’ve got it covered. Get the set and 
have one for every weekend of the month. Made from 
the same Cooldry fabric as the Breeze Polo, this is the 
perfect garment to dress up in for the pub or dress down 
in for the bush.

Day three in the fl y camp and we all know that smell: 
sweaty fl eece mixed with body odour and happiness. 
That’s why we designed the popular Breeze Polo. Made 
from Cooldry fabric, it wicks away moisture and keeps 
you feeling fresh. With a stylish knitted collar, it is the 
perfect crossover garment for around town or around 
about anywhere else.

Plain NZ$39.99

Plain NZ$39.99

 - LIGHT WEIGHT GEAR
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BREEZE TEE

BREEZE SINGLET

Stock Code: RLCWBTC

Stock Code: RLCWBSC

Charcoal
/ black

Charcoal
/ black

Olive
/ blackS-3XL

S-3XL

A classic design created from our lightweight, 
moisture-wicking Cooldry fabric with contemporary 
side-panel design to enhance looks as well as 
performance. Perfect as an outer layer for warm 
conditions, or an internal base layer for colder weather.

The ultimate hunting garment when it is just too hot for 
anything but a singlet. Cooldry fabric wicks moisture 
from your body and lets you show off your guns at the 
same time.

Plain NZ$34.99

Plain NZ$24.99

her.

4.99

LIGHT WEIGHT GEAR -  - LIGHT WEIGHT GEAR

DURALITE TOP
Stock Code: RLCDLLS

Olive
Buffalo

CamoS - 3XL

If stealth and mobility is what you are looking for in a 
garment then you have found the perfect combination 
with the Duralite Top. This long sleeved, lightweight and 
durable shirt has all the features required to keep the 
hunter protected from sun and bush snarls and the prey 
totally unaware of the stalk.

DURALITE PANTS DURALITE SHORTS
Stock Code: RLCDLP Stock Code: RLCDLS

S-3XL S-3XL

We know you have been looking for a pair of pants 
that are lightweight yet durable. Our Faithfuls have 
been telling us and so now we present the Duralite 
Pants. These have all the features so important for 
a successful hunt or just a comfortable stroll in the 
park. Features - Belt loops - side vents, to allow a 
breeze through - pockets.

We have taken a great product, the Stalker Shorts, 
and made them even better. Now you can add to your 
shorts collection the Duralite Shorts. The feature of 
these is that they are lightweight, tough yet silent. 
The generous leg cut allows unobstructed movement 
for those ever important lower limbs and drawstring 
elasticised waist for a comfortable fi t for all shapes. 

Plain/Camo NZ$99.99

Olive Olive
Buffalo

Camo
Buffalo

Camo

Plain/Camo NZ$89.99 Plain/Camo NZ$64.99
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KIDS SPIKER JACKET
Stock Code: RLCKKSPIKX

Buffalo
Camo4-14 YRS

KIDS CUB JACKET
Stock Code: RLCKKCUBB

Black4-14 YRS

There is one thing about taking kids hunting: they will 
want to look as good as you – and why not? Going out 
with an experienced hunter is a highlight in any kid’s 
life and our kids’ clothing range has been a runaway 
success. Our Spiker Jacket is waterproof, breathable 
and features a fi xed hood and roomy bellows pockets 
that will make a hunter out of your young friend before 
he even starts. Get the kids to try one on, check out the 
looks on their faces and be thankful for our amazing 
giveaway price. 

This jacket is the bomb for kids – hardwearing, durable, 
rugged and affordable. Not only will they stay warm, the 
Cub Jacket will keep them dry and protected from the 
elements – brilliant out on the farm, in the bush, or at the 
bus stop at the end of the drive on cold frosty mornings.

Camo NZ$99.99

Plain NZ$99.99

KIDS GEAR -

BOMBER VEST
Stock Code: RLCKKBOMB

1-14 YRS

You will be the coolest hunter in the bush wearing 
this little beauty. The Bomber Vest is a sweet-looking 
garment that not only offers protection from the 
cold, but also protection from the mud and gore of a 
successful hunt. With hardwearing canvas panels on 
the shoulders, outside collar, side and tail of the vest, it 
will take all the hammering kids can give it.

Olive
Black

KID’S DEER HOODIE
Stock Code: RLCHTDEER

4-14 YRS

Wanna be the envy of all your school mates? The cool 
buffalo camo deer silhouette on the snug cotton fl eece 
Deer Hoodie will make you the talk of the town. A 
generous hood and joey-style front pockets add to the 
practicality of this great little garment. A must-have.

Plain NZ$49.99

Plain NZ$69.99

- KIDS GEAR
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TUSSOCK TROUSER
Stock Code: RLCKT

Olive
Buffalo

Camo

Black

4-14 YRS

Our Tussock Trousers are made from super-soft 
SOUTHERNSTAR 280 fl eece. These trousers are 
machine-washable and extremely durable.

Plain NZ$34.99 Camo NZ$39.99

KIDS GEAR - 

NIPPERS JACKET
Stock Code: RLCKN

Olive
Buffalo

Camo

Blaze
Camo

4-14 YRS

Generously cut from soft, durable 280 GSM fl eece, 
our Nipper’s Jacket is designed to be the ultimate in 
comfort and warmth. Your little hunter will be snug as a 
bug in a rug.

Olive NZ$34.99, Camo NZ$39.999.99

TUMBLEWEED TEE
Stock Code: RLCKW

Olive
Buffalo

Camo

Black
Blaze
Camo

4-14 YRS

On the hunt or at play, our short sleeved tee is perfect 
for little hunters in any climate. This rugged shirt is 
great as a base layer for cold conditions or on its own 
when the going gets tough.

TUMBLEWEED PIG TEE PIGLET TEE
Stock Code: RLCKWPB Stock Code: RLCKWPLB

4 - 14 YRS 1/2 - 2 YRS

Fancy yourself as a bit of a pig hunter? Well this is the 
must-have tee for you. Look the part out in the bush 
while pitting your skills against those challenging 
porkers. Not a bad little option to wear to school and 
show your mates you are the bomb when it comes to 
pig hunting, either. 

Want to make your little one even cuter? Pop them 
into this great little fl eece tee that sports the 
ever-popular Ridgeline pig hunt logo. The snug, warm 
fl eece is a brilliant winter garment for that little tot 
in your life and you will get comment after comment 
from admirers.

Black Black1/2 - 2 YRS

Want to make your little one even cuter? P

B

Plain NZ$19.99 Camo NZ$24.99

Plain NZ$24.99 Plain NZ$24.99

- KIDS GEAR
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4 - 14 YRS

Fancy yourself as a bit of a pig hunter? We

B
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MICRO SINGLET
Stock Code: RLCMGB

MICRO L/S ZIP SHIRT
Stock Code: RLCMSLZ

Black

Olive
Buffalo

Camo

Black
Blaze
Camo

S-3XL

XS-5XL

Here is a Kiwi classic. We’ve taken our ever-popular 
SOUTHERNSTAR micro-fl eece and used it to make the 
Micro Singlet to keep you cool all through summer. Goes 
by itself – great for showing off those tats – or under a 
top if the weather turns.

Micro doesn’t mean less – it means more. Finely woven 
polyester fi bres give our micro range its name and 
guarantee superior warmth and lightness. Our Micro 
Long-Sleeve Zip-Shirt features a zip-neck that looks 
good zipped up or down for heat retention. We’ve added 
a zip-pocket to this multi-use top for storing easy-to-
lose items.

Plain NZ$19.99

Plain NZ$49.99 Camo NZ$54.99

MENS FLEECE GEAR -

LOGO EMBROIDERED TEES (PIG, DEER, DUCK, MARLIN)
Stock Code: RLCW 

BlackXS-3XL

Like going for a walk behind the dogs, stalking those 
mighty stags, shooting mallards, or trolling for that 
elusive marlin? Enjoy your sport wearing our most 
popular garment, especially embroidered for you, 
because we are proud of what we do at Ridgeline and 
want you to feel the same.

Plain NZ$39.99

- MENS FLEECE GEAR

[MARLIN]

[DUCK]

[PIG]

[DEER]
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CLASSIC WORKMAN TEE
Stock Code: RLCW

A direct descendant of the freezing works black woollen 
singlet, our Workman Tee is the ultimate multi-purpose 
fl eece garment. Wear it as a fi rst layer and enjoy warmth 
and moisture absorption, or slip it over your shirt and 
under your jacket if it cools down on the job. Not bad as 
a smart casual option for a beer with the boys either, but 
not recommended for weddings. You will love the sharp 
price and always look good in this Kiwi icon.

Olive

Black

XS-5XL

S-3XL
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Plain NZ$29.99 Camo NZ$33.50

MENS FLEECE GEAR -

HI-VIZ TEE
Stock Code: RLCWHO

XS-4XL

All the comfort and warmth of our popular Workman Tee 
with the added advantage of Hi-Vizability security. You 
can be sure of being seen in low light with the refl ective 
tape across your chest and hi-viz green to make you 
really stand out. Be safe, be seen.

Olive

an Tee 
. You 
ective 
ou 

Plain NZ$49.99

Buffalo
Camo

PREMIUM ZIP TEE

PREMIUM ZIP POLO

Stock Code: RLCW

Stock Code: RLCW

Olive

Olive

Black

Black

S-3XL

Now with the added bonus of a zip, plus some well-deserved 
styling,a plush fi nish and anti-pill treatment, expect years 
of use from this great Kiwi stalwart. Made from Ridgeline’s 
SOUTHERNSTAR 300 fabric, Ridgeline’s Premium Zip-Tee will 
keep you warm as an over-garment on fresh mornings, or an 
undergarment during wintery blasts.

This popular restyle on our Premium Zip-Tee offers the 
added protection of a collar, keeping cold and sun at 
bay, and preventing that GPS tracking unit or RT lanyard 
rubbing your neck raw. It is the go-to mid-layer top for 
any occasion – on the farm, hunting in the bush, or down 
at the local with the boys. 
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Plain NZ$34.99 Camo NZ$39.99

Plain NZ$39.99

- MENS FLEECE GEAR

Blaze
Camo
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PREMIUM ZIP BUSHSHIRT
Stock Code: RLCBZ

S-3XL

Every stockman’s got one, so why not add this new 
number from Ridgeline to your collection? With a long 
tail for extra back protection, a domed cuff so it’s easy 
to roll up your sleeves, and a chest-pocket to keep keys 
and mobile phone safe, at this price you might as well 
buy two!

OliveBlack

Plain NZ$54.99

y 
s

4.99

MENS FLEECE GEAR -

STAYDRY PANT
Stock Code: RLCTD

When you need the silent approach to get close to wild 
game, SOUTHERNSTAR 280 is the fabric to turn to. Its 
soft, dense construction provides optimum comfort and 
it lasts for years. Our innovative dry-seat liner means 
you can sit anywhere in our Stay Dry Trousers and 
never get a wet butt. 

Olive
Buffalo

Camo

Black

S-5XL

Plain NZ$69.99 Camo NZ$73.50

- MENS FLEECE GEAR

CLASSIC BUSHSHIRT
Stock Code: RLCB

CLASSIC HOODED ANORAK
Stock Code: RLCA

Olive

Olive

Buffalo
Camo

Buffalo
Camo

Blaze
Camo

Blaze
Camo

XS-3XL

XS-3XL

We’ve got nothing against wool – it is a wonderful 
product and more deer have been shot from under the 
classic checked woollen shirt than any other. But we 
do like our 400 GSM polyester fl eece bush shirt! A nice 
balance between weight and warmth, its soft, thick, 
warm fi bres resist pilling, and dry in no time. We’ve 
added a zipped chest-pocket and a high collar with 
a zip-front to create what we believe is the new Kiwi 
classic. Wear it at the stock sales over your shirt and 
tie, while relaxing at home, or when sidling through the 
head of a sunny gulley in the dead of winter.

Hoodies are back – in town and in the bush. This famous 
design is popular just about everywhere. We’ve gone 
for 400 GSM weight fl eece for a great warmth-weight 
balance – just right for up the hill or along the river fl ats. 
You get a half-zip for comfort, a domed chest-pocket for 
convenience, a drawstring on the hood, and extra length 
so your Anorak stays under your belt. Overseas visitors 
always comment on this unique New Zealand garment 
and we know why: for comfort and Kiwi practicality out 
in the elements, you just can’t beat it.

Plain NZ$59.99 Camo NZ$89.99

Plain NZ$74.99 Camo NZ$99.99
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MENS FLEECE GEAR -

IGLOO TOP
Stock Code: RLCJI

S-3XL

Your new best friend. This go anywhere do almost 
anything jacket is ideal for the evening stalk, wearing 
all day on a hunt, popping down to the local for a cold 
one, or even taking that new girl in town out on a date. 
You will be complimented on your stylish new top where 
ever you go and if the deer could talk then they would 
give you the nod as well.

OliveBlack

Plain NZ$99.99

e 

99

GRIZZLY JACKET
Stock Code: RLCJGJ

S-3XL

Looking for extra warmth this winter? Check out our 
Grizzly. Ridgeline’s new SOUTHERNSTAR 340 PRO 
fl eece offers great wind protection, which coupled with 
the Grizzly’s generous fi t and feature-ridden style, is 
guaranteed to prevent you catching a chill. Pull on the 
Grizzly and it feels as if you have stepped into the arms 
of a bear – minus the agro!

OliveBlack

Plain NZ$179.99

WOMENS RIBBONWOOD S/S TEE

WOMENS RIBBONWOOD L/S TOP

Stock Code: RLLMTEE

Stock Code: RLLMLSZ

ClaretTeal

Claret
Black

Teal
Black

XS-2XL

XS-2XL

By popular demand, we now offer the S/S Tee from 
Ridgeline’s Women’s T2T packs as an individual item. 
Load up on a couple of extra fl eece tees for when the 
weather changes and you need a week’s worth of 
clothes.

We thought that if we are going to offer the S/S Tee 
individually then we would be mad not to offer this very 
popular L/S top. Why not have one for every day of the 
week and never wear oversized men’s ones again?

NZ$29.99

NZ$49.99
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WOMENS TUI PANT
Stock Code: RLLTSB

WOMENS TUI L/S TOP
Stock Code: RLLTSTB

BlackXS-2XL

XS-2XL

Are you sick of wearing your old man’s tired, baggy 
fl eece pants? Wear them no more! Stylish, fi tted Tui 
fl eece pants feature a straight-leg fi nish and a low-rider 
hip design for guaranteed comfort and warmth.

Sixty bucks for a classy top like this? That’s got to 
be value for money! We’ve taken quality mid-weight 
fl eece, added nicely contrasting raglan colour fl ashes 
to a varied and attractive colour range and a fully 
zipped polo-neck for a warm, non-bulky garment that 
will appeal to women wanting to look smart/casual 
anywhere.

NZ$69.99

NZ$59.99

Teal
Black

.99

WOMENS FLEECE GEAR -

WOMENS TOP TO TOE (6 PIECE) 
Stock Code: RLLXB

Claret
Grey

Grey
ClaretXS-2XL

Are you sick of wearing your man’s rough, baggy fl eece 
gear? We’ve come to the rescue with your very own 
fl eece pack. Designed by women for women, Ridgeline’s 
woman’s pack blends ruggedness, comfort and 
affordability with stylish, good-looking fi tted garments. 
The pack includes a Micro-Fleece L/S Zip-Top, two 
Micro-Fleece S/S Tees, Fleece Pants, a Micro-Fleece 
Beanie and pair of Snug-Fit Socks – gear you’ll look 
great wearing that stands up to the job.

Pack NZ$99.99

- PACKAGED GEAR
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TOP 2 TOE (8 PIECE)
Stock Code: RLCXT2

Olive
BlackXS-5XL

The eight-piece Top-to-Toe pack offers unbeatable value 
with a quality Micro-Fleece L/S Shirt, Classic Workman 
Tee, a Micro-Fleece Singlet, a pair of Micro-Fleece 
Trousers, a Fleece Beanie, a Slash Cap, a pair of Snug-
Fit Socks and a branded mug to help keep you warm on 
the inside. It’s everything you need to keep you warm in 
the outdoors, from ‘Top to Toe’, inside and outside.

Pack NZ$99.99

PACKAGED GEAR -

CAMO TOP 2 TOE (5 PIECE)
Stock Code: RLCXTC

NZ Fern
CamoS-3XL

The Camo Top-to-Toe pack comes with a quality Micro 
Fleece L/S Shirt, Classic Workman Tee, a pair of 
SOUTHERNSTAR 280 Staydry Fleece Trousers, a Fleece 
Beanie and a pair of Snug-Fit Socks: everything you 
need to keep you warm hunting in the great outdoors, 
from ‘Top to Toe’.

Pack NZ$129.99

NZ Fern
CamoS-3XL

Pack NZ$129.9

- PACKAGED GEAR
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HUNTERS PACK
Stock Code: RLCXHX

Buffalo
CamoS-5XL

The Ridgeline Hunter’s Pack consists of everything 
you will ever need out hunting for the day. This pack 
features Ridgeline’s extremely popular outer garment, 
the Paroo Bushshirt [Aoraki Jacket]. The Micro Fleece 
L/S Shirt base layer is light enough to breathe, yet thick 
enough to keep you warm in the fi eld; the zippered 
collar allows you to regulate your temperature. Buffalo 
Camo-printed Staydry Trousers keep you warm, hidden, 
and most of all, quiet when you move, while The Micro-
Fleece Beanie keeps your head warm. One pack, so 
many opportunities – the ideal combo for playing hide 
and seek.

Pack NZ$219.99

CamoS-5XL

Pack NZ$219

PACKAGED GEAR -

TOP UP ON TEE’S PACK (3 PIECE)
Stock Code: RLCXW3O

S-3XL
Olive

Black

Ridgeline’s classic Workman Tee times three! Why 
not take advantage of the exceptional value in this 
three-piece Tee pack? Great out in the fi eld, at home in 
the garage, or even mucking in at the campsite, you can 
never have enough of these timeless tees. The package 
includes 1 x black Workman Tee and 2 x olive Workman 
Tees.

Pack NZ$74.99Pack NZ$74.9

- PACKAGED GEAR
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PACKAGED GEAR -

LITTLE CRITTERS PACK
Stock Code: RLCKJ

4-14YRS
Olive 

Black
Buffalo

Camo

This feature loaded pack for little nippers comes with 
a Nippers Jacket, Tussock Trousers, Tumbleweed Tee, 
a Beanie, a Buffalo Camo Cap and a Ridgeline Mug 
for those hot milky milos on those cold winter days. 
This value for money pack is ideal for our kids who are 
out there hunting, fi shing, farming or enjoying great 
outdoors.

Olive/Black NZ$89.99 Camo NZ$99.99

GUNSLINGA HYDRO PACKMEDIUM HYDRO DAY PACK
Stock Code: RLAPHBPMXStock Code: RLAPHMDX

Buffalo
Camo

Buffalo
Camo 30L30L

This do-anything, go-anywhere backpack is a must for 
avid hunters. Manufactured using our unique 
Quiet-Tex outer fabric over a tough PVC liner to 
withstand the rigours of the hunt, it features waist 
and chest belts, 30L capacity, side-pockets and gun 
holder (bladder not included).

The Medium Pack is just the ticket for those extra 
essentials for your day out in the wilderness.
With waist and chest belts for a secure fi t, and the 
added safety feature of a blaze-orange hi-viz pack 
sheath, this 30-litre medium day-pack is the perfect 
companion (bladder not included).

Camo NZ$119.99 Camo NZ$99.99

  - GEAR BAGS
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COMPACT HYDRO PACK

5 POCKET GUMTREE 
BUMBAG

1 POCKET BUMBAG

Stock Code: RLAPHCMX

Stock Code: RLAPBB5GX

Stock Code: RLAPBB1X

Buffalo
Camo

Buffalo
Camo

Buffalo
Camo

1-SIZE

1-SIZE

1-SIZE

The Compact Hydro-Pack is designed to hold all your 
essentials on a day out and about. Using the same 
fabric as our Gunslinga Hydro-Pack, this compact 
little number features waist and back straps for a snug 
torso fi t and mesh backing so your back can breathe. 
Hydration bladder included, so all the necessaries are 
covered.

This fi ve-pocket bum-bag is styled like the Rugged 
Rata, but made of durable polyester fabric. Offering 
ample storage room, this bum-bag comes in very 
handy on the hunt.

Our one-pocket bum-bag has a large pocket to hold 
the essentials you need for a day’s hunt. It can be 
used in tandem with the Medium Hydro Day-Pack 
if you need that little bit of extra carrying capacity. 
Featuring elastic bungee cords for attaching larger 
garments and a number of zip closures inside.

NZ$49.99

NZ$79.99

NZ$44.99

GEAR BAGS - - GEAR BAGS

RUGGED RATA 5 POCKET 
BUM BAG
Stock Code: RLAPBB5

ULTIMATE PIKAU
Stock Code: RLAPPZ

1-SIZE

1-SIZE

Maori used fl ax pikau to carry food and implements. 
The word has evolved to mean ‘carry’, as well as 
carry-bag, hence the term to ‘pikau’ a pig or deer 
carcass. Our Ridgeline Pikau, manufactured from 
durable bonded fl eece that’s silent in thick bush, has 
an external zip pocket and padded shoulder straps. 
It complements our Rata bum-bag nicely if you plan a 
day-trip to the open tops with all the gear. 

Olive

Olive

Buffalo
Camo

Buffalo
Camo

Blaze
Camo

Blaze
Camo

This fi ve-pocket bum-bag has fi ve zippered pockets and 
holds almost as much as a day-pack, but is easier to 
organise and access. Crafted of durable, bonded fl eece, 
it is silent and reliable.

Olive NZ$39.99 Camo NZ$44.99

Olive NZ$49.99 Camo NZ$54.99

ockets and 
asier to
ded fl eece, 
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MICRO FLEECE BEANIE BLEANIE

BLAZE DEER CAP

SABLE AIR-FLOW CAP

MICRO BALACLAVA

SLASH CAP

Stock Code: RLABF Stock Code: RLAK2B

Stock Code: RLACAPDEERZ

Stock Code: RLSAC

Stock Code: RLAKM

Stock Code: RLACS

1-SIZE 1-SIZE

1-SIZE

1-SIZE

1-SIZE 1-SIZE

Be seen this season. This blaze-orange cap is the 
perfect way to keep you safe in the bush. A good-
looking deer motif embroidered on the side panel adds 
a bit of extra appeal.

Keep the sun off your face and let your head breathe 
with this good-looking air-mesh cap – the ideal 
hunting cap for hot weather.

Olive Olive
Buffalo

Camo
Buffalo

Camo

Black 
White

Black Black

Buffalo
Camo

Blaze
Orange

Blaze
Camo

Double-layer beanie made of lightweight anti-pill 
SOUTHERNSTAR 200 micro-fl eece to keep your head 
warm without weighing you down.

Made of lightweight anti-pill SOUTHERNSTAR 200 
micro-fl eece for total comfort and warmth. 

Need a beanie and a balaclava and a neck warmer? 
Then get yourself a Bleanie and you have all three in 
one. This lightweight anti-pill SOUTHERN STAR 200 
micro- fl eece garment can be rolled up to be a beanie, 
pulled down for a balaclava and the extra length adds 
warmth to the neck

Our sturdy camo cap with a stylish swish of black on 
the peak..

NZ$14.99

NZ$24.99

NZ$19.99

NZ$19.99 NZ$19.99

NZ$14.99

Blaze
Camo

Blaze
Camo

B thi Thi bl

Buffalo
Camo

K th ff f d l t h d b

HEAD GEAR -

Olive
Buffalo

Camo

- HEAD GEAR

COTTON BUSH HAT

COTTON BRIMMED 
VEILED HAT 

WATER RESISTANT
BRIMMED VEILED HAT

Stock Code: RLAHBX

Stock Code: RLACVCXStock Code: RLACVX

Buffalo
Camo

Buffalo
Camo

Buffalo
Camo

1-SIZE

1-SIZE1-SIZE

With four round air vents, a drawstring for windy 
conditions and accessory loops around the side, our 
stylish Brimmed Veiled Hat will keep you warm on a 
cold day and cool on a hot one. It also doubles as a 
facemask, but with more comfort.

A wide brim gives extra sun protection, and with 
ventilation eyelets, draw-cord and toggle, and a 
press-stud to fold the brim up to the sides, it’s a great 
cotton summer hat that protects against harmful UV 
rays while wicking moisture away from your head.

The classic bucket hat with a twist ~ a Buffalo Camo 
face veil. Featuring a drawstring for windy conditions 
and accessory loops around the side, it’s ideal 
concealment for bush stalking or fi ne weather birding.

Camo NZ$39.99

Camo NZ$24.99

Camo NZ$29.99
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FLEECE GAITERS

THIN DIMPLED GLOVES

GLACIER GLOVES

NEOPRENE ZIP GAITERS

SNUG FIT SOCKS

Stock Code: RLAGF

Stock Code: RLAHDX

Stock Code: RLAHGX

Stock Code: RLAGNZX

Stock Code: RLCXSF

1-SIZE

M & L

M & L

M, L

6-9 & 9-12

Olive

Buffalo
Camo

Buffalo
Camo

Buffalo
Camo

Brown & 
Black

Buffalo 
Camo

Popular with goose shooters who want a lighter glove 
for the summer season, or deerstalkers wanting 
warmth while glassing, these stretchy gloves in 
Buffalo Camo with a dimpled grip are ideal all-
rounders that take up no space in the backpack.

When you’re hunting or tramping, you want your feet 
to stay dry and comfortable. Our snug-fi t socks are 
the ideal gumboot/hunting boot socks and brilliant 
back in the hut after a hard day’s walk.

Our 3mm neoprene gaiters are designed to prevent 
sand and rocks from entering wading and hunting 
boots. They offer extreme fi t and comfort, with a 
sturdy full-length zip for easy on-off and a rugged 
front hook to keep them from riding up your boot.

You won’t need to worry about stones down your 
boots or making too much noise in our tough, easy 
on-off, zip-up waterproof gaiters. A domed fl ap 
provides extra security, while a solid lower leg and 
ankle support are useful in rough country.

Stylish Glacier Gloves are fl exible and warm – perfect 
for quad-bike travel to your hunting block, or to keep in 
your pack for glassing in cold weather. The waterproof 
membrane and extra-long wrist keeps the wet out and 
warmth in. 

Plain NZ$79.99 Camo NZ$84.99

Camo NZ$29.99

Camo NZ$69.99

NZ$19.99

Camo NZ$39.99Plain NZ$79

HAND & FOOT GEAR -

WEBBING BELT

RUGGED MANUKA POUCH

RUGGED TEA TREE POUCH

NEOPRENE 12G BELT

CANVAS POUCH

Stock Code: RLAABELTB

Stock Code: RLAAM

Stock Code: RLAA

Stock Code: EPB12NEO

Stock Code: RLAACO

1-SIZE

1-SIZE

1-SIZE

1-SIZE

S, M & L

Brown

Blaze
Camo

Blaze
Camo

Buffalo
Camo

Buffalo
Camo

Buffalo
Camo

OliveOlive

Olive

You can rely on this rugged webbing belt to hold up 
your trousers and secure your knife and gear pouch to 
your waist. (130cm – can be cut down to fi t)

This comfortable, yet sturdy, neoprene 12-gauge 
cartridge belt is the ideal home for those precious 
shells. Easy out and ready access to keep you in the 
action on opening morning.

Our canvas pouch is modelled after the New Zealand 
Forest Service deer culler’s standard issue and sits 
on the hip beside your knife. Great for housing your 
lighter, pull-through, basic fi rst aid kit, a few rounds of 
spare ammo in the shell loops and other necessaries 
for a day on the hill – or even a night if you get caught 
out.

Here is an amazing little deal for twenty bucks: open 
out this perfectly-sized, rugged bonded-fl eece pouch 
and fi nd six shell loops ready for your backup ammo. 
Attaches to your hunting belt with two loops and 
priced the same for all colours.

The new and improved Tea-Tree Pouch now offers 
10 centre-fi re shell loops and a large foldout storage 
pocket with a clear-view internal zip-pocket, this is 
an ideal hunter’s companion in a great little package. 
Pricing is the same for all colours.

NZ$19.99

 NZ$19.99

NZ$24.99

NZ$49.99

Small NZ$14.99 Medium NZ$17.50 Large NZ$19.99

u can rely on this rugged webbing belt to hol

N

Here is an amazing little deal for tw

h is m

  - OTHER GEAR
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NEOPRENE COBRA SLING
PLUS SWIVELS

DELUXE GUN BAG

NEOPRENE GUN BAG

10MM NEOPRENE SLING
PLUS SWIVELS

GAME BAG

Stock Code: RLASSBR

Stock Code: GBRD

Stock Code: GBRN

Stock Code: RLASSBS

Stock Code: RLAMS

1-SIZE

44”, 48” and 52”

44”, 48” and 54”

1-SIZE

1-SIZE BrownBlack

Black Black
Buffalo

Camo
Buffalo

Camo

Buffalo 
Camo

The added thickness of this 10mm neoprene sling 
gives a plush feel when the rifl e is slung over your 
shoulder. Durable and comfortable, this sling passes 
the Ridgeline test.

This extremely comfortable, wide neoprene fi rearm 
sling is ideal to spread the weight across your 
shoulders – perfect for the heaviest or lightest of 
cannons.

Crafted in our Buffalo Camo design, the 5mm 
Neoprene Gun Bag is the ideal way to keep your 
prized cannon safe during your travels. Featuring a 

Strong, black ballistic nylon with heavy-duty zipper, 
deluxe shoulder strap with foam padding and side 
pockets, the Deluxe Gun Bag suits scoped rifl es. 
Available in 44in, 48in and 52in.

The game bag protects game from fl ies and dirt, also 
allowing air to circulate to keep meat cool. Machine-
washable and weighing next to nothing, the bag is two 
metres high by 1.5 metres wide. 

NZ$49.99

NZ$49.99

NZ$79.99

NZ$34.99

NZ$49.99

SLI

UXE G

R

Black
Buffalo

Camo

This extremely comfortable, wide neopre
ing is ideal to spread the weight ac
oulders – perfect for the hea

ons.

NZ$49.9

S SW
Code: RLASSBS

IZE Black
B

Camo

added thickness of this 10mm neoprene sling 
h feel when the rifl e is slung over your 

nd comfortable, this sling passes 

NZ$49.99

OTHER GEAR -

good-sized zip-pocket, durable cotton lining, sturdy 
shoulder sling and carry straps, it’s available in 
44-inch, 48-inch and 54-inch versions.

- OTHER GEAR

HYDRATION BLADDER

CORDURA RIP COLLAR TRACKER RIP COLLAR 

PIGDOG EMERGENCY 
STITCHING KIT

FIELD DRESSING KIT DVD

DELUXE LEATHER RIP 
COLLAR

Stock Code: RLAPHB

Stock Code: RLARC Stock Code: RLARCGPS

Stock Code: RLAFA-DOG

Stock Code: DVD-FDGM

Stock Code: RLARCLD

1-SIZE

1-SIZE 1-SIZE

1-SIZE

1-SIZE

ADJUSTABLE

Green

Black Black

Brown Olive

This sleek, two-litre capacity Ridgeline bladder with 
easy-fi ll screw lid and functional mouthpiece fi ts any 
of our Hydro packs. 

‘The Game Butcher’ Darren Meates of Stokes Valley 
Quality Meats shares years of experience as a 
butcher and well-known pig hunter in this DVD: FIELD 
DRESSING GAME MEAT MADE EASY by the Game 
Butcher.

• High-grade Botswana leather • Kiwi-made • Nylon 
webbing loops for greater durability • Oversized rivets 
in high stress areas • Ballistic eyelets • D-ring 
• Tracking collar loop (Garmin compatible)

• Double thickness heavy nylon webbing • Oversized 
rivets in high stress areas • Velcro underside tack 
• Ballistic eyelets • D-ring • Tracking collar loop 
(Garmin compatible) 

• GPS unit velcro tack and dome cover • Double 
thickness heavy nylon webbing • Oversized rivets in 
high stress areas • Velcro underside tack • Ballistic 
eyelets • D-ring • Tracking collar loop 
(Garmin compatible) 

Package includes:
1 x Self Adhesive Bandage
1 x Wound Dressing 
Bandage
1 x PVC Electrical Tape
1 x Scissors

1 x Disposable Razor
1 x Skin Stapler
1 x Artery Clamp
1 x Antiseptic Powder
1 x Canvas Pouch
1 x Instruction Sheet 

NZ$74.99NZ$69.99

NZ$29.99NZ$29.99

NZ$49.99 NZ$59.99

TTThTTThTThThThThThThThhhThThhThTTThTThThThThThhThTTTThThhThTTTTTTThThThTTTThThThhTTTThThTTTTTTTTTThTTTTThThhTTTTTTTThhTTTTTTTTTThTTTThhTTTTTTThTTThThhhTTTTTThThTThTTThhhhhTThTThThTThThhThhhhhTTTTTThTTTThhThhhhhTThhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhe Ge Ge Ge Ge Gee Ge Ge GGe Ge Ge GGe Ge Ge Ge Geee e Ge Gee GGe Geee Ge Ge GGGee GGGGGGe GGGe GGe GGee GGee Ge GGGe Geee GGe Ge G Ge Geeeeee GGGe Geee Ge Geee Ge Geeeeee Geeeeee GGGGGGGGGGGGGee GGGGGGGeeeeee GGGGGGGGameameamameameameameameameameameameamemammmeamemeammemmamemamemeeameameameameameameameameamemameameameameameamemmeameameamameamemeamemeamameameameamamammmmmmeeeeeeeeamemmamameeeeeeeaaamammmmmemmameeeeeammmmeeeeeeammameeameeeeeaamemeeeeaamameeeeameeeeeemeammameeeeeeemmmeammmameameeeeemmmmmeamemmmmmmmmmmeeamemmmmmmmmmamemmmmmmmmmmmeeaaammmmmmee BuBuBuBuBuuBuBBuBBuuBuBuBuBuBuBBBuBuBBBuBuBuBuBuuBBBBBBBBuBBuBBuBBuBuBBBBBBBBBBBuuBuBuuuBuBBuBBBBBBBuBBBuBBBuBuuBuuBuuuBBBBBuBBBBuBuBBuuuuBuuuuuBuBuuBuuBuBBuBBBBBBBuBBBBBBBBBBBuuuuuBBBBBBBBBBuuuuBBBuuuuBBBBBBuuBuuuuuuBBBBBBBBBBuBBuBBuBBBuBuuBuuuuuuBBuBuuuuuuuBBBBBBBBuuuuBBuBuBBBBuuuuuuuuutctctcttttcct htchchhhhhchhhtctctctcttctctcchtchtchhtchttctctchhhchhttcttctctct hhchtcttttcttcchchhhhhtchtctchhchhhtchhhhtttccctchhhhhhhtchtttttttcctcchhhhhtctccccchtchhhtchhhtttctchhtttttttttccccctccchhtchhchttchhtchttct hhhhttccccchhchchhhtttcctccctchhhhhhhttccchchhhhtchttctcchhhhhhchhhcchchhttttctchhhhhhhttctchtccctchhtttccchhtttt hereeeeerrreeereeeereeereeereereeeeeeeeereeererreeeerrreeereeeeeeeeeeereeeerrreeerreeeeeerereeeeereeeerreeeereerereeereeeeeeeereeeerreeeer

1 SIZE

1-SIZE

Package includes:

9
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MEASUREMENT GUIDE
When measuring, keep tape snug but not tight.
Chest:  With arms relaxed at sides, measure around the largest part of the chest and 
 shoulder blades.
Waist:  Measure around waist at narrowest point.
Note:  Use sizing guide as an approximate measure as there may be variances between 
 different styles.   

CHILDREN’S CLOTHING GUIDE 
Size 4 6 8 10
Chest (cm) 58 63 68 73
Waist (cm) 56 58 60 63 
For average height(cm) 110 120 130 140
Size 12 14 
Chest (cm)  78 82 
Waist (cm) 66 69
For average height(cm) 150 160
      
   
MEN’S CLOTHING GUIDE 
Men’s size XS S M L 
Chest (cm) 85 - 90 90 - 95 95 - 100 100 – 110
Men’s size XL 2XL 3XL 4XL
Chest (cm) 110 - 117 117 - 125 125 - 132 132 – 138
Men’s size 5XL
Chest (cm) 138 - 145
      
   
MEN’S TROUSERS 
Men’s size XS S M L  
Waist(cm) 80 - 85 85 - 90 90 - 95 95 – 100
Men’s size XL 2XL 3XL 4XL
Waist(cm) 100 – 105 105 – 110 110 – 115 115 – 125
Men’s size 5XL
Waist(cm) 125 – 130
      
   
WOMEN’S CLOTHING GUIDE 
Women’s size XS (8) S (10) M (12) L (14) 
Chest (cm) 91 96 101 106 
Waist (cm) 62 67 72 77
For average height (cm) 100 110 120 130
Women’s size XL (16) 2XL (18)
Chest (cm) 111 116
Waist (cm) 82 87
For average height (cm) 140 150

MEASUREMENT GUIDE -

The tiny 200gsm Southern Star Fleece fi bres create multiple air 
cells that trap warmth inside and give you excellent protection 
against the most extreme outdoor conditions.
Southern Star 200 does not retain moisture but allows it to 
evaporate and the fabric remains dry.

The tiny 300gsm Southern Star Fleece fi bres have been triple 
cropped for that plush fi nish. They create multiple air cells that 
trap warmth inside and give you excellent protection against the 
most extreme outdoor conditions.
Southern Star 300 does not retain moisture but allows it to 
evaporate and the fabric remains dry.

The tiny 340gsm Southern Star Fleece fi bres create multiple air 
cells that trap warmth inside and give you excellent protection 
against the most extreme outdoor conditions. Its waterproof/
windproof membrane blocks out both the water and the wind 
giving you the ultimate protection.
Southern Star 340 PRO does not retain moisture but allows it to 
evaporate and the fabric remains dry.

The tiny 400gsm Southern Star Fleece fi bres create multiple air 
cells that trap warmth inside and give you excellent protection 
against the most extreme outdoor conditions.
Southern Star 400 does not retain moisture but allows it to 
evaporate and the fabric remains dry.

A revolutionary design created from a lightweight, 
moisture-wicking 100% polyester fi bre. Lightweight and 
breathable, this fabric wicks way moisture from your body to 
leave you dry and comfortable. Perfect as an outer layer for 
warm conditions or internal base layer for colder weather. Very 
easy care. No shrinkage, no fading.

Keeping dry whilst staying quiet. It’s been a hunters’ dilemma. 
NOT ANYMORE! Ridgeline’s advanced QUIET-TEX 2-Layer fabric 
now gives you a complete waterproof protection with silence. 
QUIET-TEX is waterproof and breathable.

Keeping dry whilst staying quiet. It’s been a hunter’s dilemma. 
NOT ANYMORE! Ridgeline’s advanced 210gsm QUIET-TEX PRO 
2-Layer fabric now gives you complete waterproof protection 
with silence. QUIET-TEX PRO is waterproof and breathable.

The ultimate in Wet Weather technology. Ridgelines top of the 
line RL-TEX 3-layer is 100% waterproof, durable and offers great 
breathability, guaranteed.

Tri Tech has been designed specifi cally for New Zealand 
conditions to give the ultimate lightweight durable performance. 
Tri-Tech consists of two bonded layers of durable polyester, 
making it both hard wearing and comfortable on the skin. This 
breathable fabric does not retain moisture but allows it to 
evaporate and so remains dry. The soft anti-pill outer layer 
ensures comfort and silence as well as providing ultimate 
windblock against the elements.

Tri Tech Pro has been designed specifi cally for New Zealand 
conditions. Tri-Tech Pro consists of two bonded layers of 
durable polyester with a waterproof membrane between 
providing a superior defence against the elements. Lightweight 
and durable, this breathable fabric remains dry by allowing 
moisture to evaporate . The soft anti-pill outer layer ensures 
comfort and silence as well as providing ultimate windblock 
performance.
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FOUR LEGS, ONE FOOT AND A COUPLE OF FEELERS -
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So with a wounded deer on the loose, the dogs sprang into 
action. They worked brilliantly as a team, criss-crossing the 
area with their noses to the ground on the hunt for the scent. 
Then bang, as soon as they crossed it, they cut along the trial 
in hot pursuit of the wounded animal. 

By the time we all got down to the creek it was pitch-black 
and the deer was well and truly dead. With the two proud 
dogs standing on top of its large body, both barking to let 
us know where they were, they had proven their value and 
saved the day. 

Upon close inspection the bullet had entered two inches 
in front of the shoulder and just missed the heart, the lungs 
were shot to pieces hence the stag had managed to get 
back to its feet and run on adrenaline the 400m down into the 
creek. The strength and fortitude of a stag never ceases to 
amaze me and it is on occasions like this that you can’t but 
help appreciate their majesty. 

It was handshakes all round. Diesel was a happy man. Now 
for the carry out! Ferry wasn’t keen to repay him the favour 
from the year before, so it was up to the shooter to take care 
of business. Not wanting it to take all night, we all chipped 
in to give Diesel a hand and an hour or so later we had the 
whole carcass hanging in the meat safe and a well deserved 
cold one in our hands. A great day’s hunting, showcasing that 
a little bit of patience mixed with time on the hill very often 
pays off.

FOUR LEGS, ONE FOOT AND A COUPLE OF FEELERS -

You can go to Africa and hunt the 
‘Big Five’ but if you want to hunt 
the NZ Mountains in any weather 
you will need the Ridgeline ‘Big 
Four’; Warmth, Waterproofi ng, 
Durability and Functionality. 
Our Roar Jacket has all of these 
and our development team has 
loaded this fully seam sealed 
waterproof and windproof jacket 
with features which will help you 
get it done whatever the weather. 
For this season we have improved 
the jacket with new cuffs, a new 
hood design and also front pocket 
designs for added comfort and 
functionality. 

ROAR II JACKET
Stock Code: RLCPJR2

It was 
handshakes all 
round. Diesel 
was a happy 
man. Now for 
the carry out!
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We all woke with foggy heads after the celebrations got a 
little out of hand the night before; it is fair to say that whiskey 
in your Milo is one way to put a glow on things! Not wanting 
to waste the day, we hauled ourselves out of the scratcher 
and got things happening in the kitchen, very aware that we 
may well need all the energy we could get. 

Again we headed away from the hut in darkness, this time on 
the Polarises. It was down to the open country on the coast 
to try for a morning glass. Parking up and waiting for the sun 
to rise we were treated to the beauty of the area, looking out 
over the open hill country to the Pacifi c where distant storm 
clouds rolling on the westerly wind was a sight to behold. 
Unfortunately that was about all we saw that was worth 
shooting – shooting with a camera that is. 

There were lots of animals around, but only groups of hinds 
and yearlings and with plenty of meat in the safe there was 
no need to make a kill. We were on the hunt for a good stag 
with a decent head, so it was off for a stalk in the bush to try 
our luck again. After three hours and no sign of the big one, 

FOUR LEGS, ONE FOOT AND A COUPLE OF FEELERS -

PREMIUM ZIP 
POLO
Stock Code: RLCW
This popular restyle on the Premium 
Zip Tee offers the added protection 
of a collar. Ideal for that GPS 
tracking unit or RT lanyard to keep 
it from rubbing on your neck, as well 
as offering protection from the cold 
and/or the sun. This will be your 
go-to mid layer top for any 
occasion, be it on the farm or out 
in the bush hunting those elusive 
beasts. 

we jumped back on the Polarises and headed down to the 
coast for a bit of watersport action. 

Simon, being the ever-consummate guide, was obliging
enough to don his Prodive wetsuit and hunt for lunch, 
leaving the rest of us with the job of building a fi re from the 
endless supply of driftwood. With a good 40 minutes in the 
drink searching through the kelp forest collecting enough 
kaimoana, the big ginger two-legged fur seal surfaced and 
announced, “Crayfi sh and paua anyone?” 
“Too bloody right”, the reply. 

After a mean feed was cooked on the hot coals we decided 
to make our way back to camp for a spot of R & R. 

The Browning Maxus had been sitting in the hut feeling 
neglected for the previous two days, so the lads had great 
pleasure in opening it up on the box of clay birds. With some 
healthy competition and a lot of banter, there were probably 
as many clay birds that fl ew to freedom as those that were 
annihilated, making for an amusing afternoon. With a bit of 
the day left, the boys asked if they could help out with some 
chores around the camp and were put to the task of carting 
some wood for the following winter. Happily at work we felt 
good to be able to help out as a thanks for the fi ne hospitality 
we had received while at Te Awaiti. 

- FOUR LEGS, ONE FOOT AND A COUPLE OF FEELERS
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That evening we went out for a hunt and once again saw a 
number of animals, but nothing with a head, and with a party 
of meat hunters coming into the block, we didn’t want to 
unnecessarily disturb any of the areas for them. Once again 
we were treated to the majesty of the Wairarapa coast and 
were bid goodnight with a striking sunset. A nice touch on 
a fantastic few days in a truly brilliant hunting area of New 
Zealand. 

After another good night in the hut, the boys reluctantly 
packed their bags and bade farewell to Chris and Simon. 
With a bit of a road trip to catch the plane, we had a debrief 
at the Featherston pub and decided that the next trip it 
would be Ferry’s turn to nab the best head. 
“Cheers to that,” and “Cheers to Ridgeline”.

FOUR LEGS, ONE FOOT AND A COUPLE OF FEELERS -

FLEECE 
GAITERS
Stock Code: RLAGF

You won’t need to worry about 
stones down your boots or making 
too much noise in our tough, easy 
on-off, zip-up waterproof gaiters. 
A domed fl ap provides extra 
security, while a solid lower leg 
and ankle support are useful in 
rough country.
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COASTAL HUNTING ADVENTURE
Chris Jolly Outdoors has the exclusive rights to all hunting on 
Te Awaiti Station. Te Awaiti is a private hunting lodge in the 
Wairarapa. The land ranges over 20,000 acres of Southern 
Wairarapa coastal hill country, which is located on the lower 
East coast of the North Island of New Zealand. There is a 
wide variety of terrain and hunting conditions, large native 
Podocarp forests, scrublands (reverted pasture) and open 
grass pastures make for a perfect environment for both the 
deer and the hunter. The terrain is moderately steep, access 
around the property is on well-formed 4 x 4 tracks but a 
reasonable level of fi tness will certainly improve your 
chances.
 
During the roar (rut) the master stags tend to herd the hinds 
(does) into the native forest. This provides thrilling close 
encounter type hunting as we are often able to call the stags 
into close proximity. After the roar, the stags tend to drift out 
of the forest and feed on the grass adjacent, recouping after 
the rigours of the mating season. This type of hunting is more 
about the use of binoculars and longer range shooting. It 
often produces the biggest stags! We are targeting 10 - 14 
point animals that may be up to 40”. There are no trophy fees. 
Ideally, we need 48 hours’ notice to arrange the best hunting 
experience for you and your group.
 
Accommodation is in a basic yet very comfortable, purpose 
built lodge/camp. On most occasions you will have the camp 
to yourselves and the guide and the cook. The lodge is fully 
carpeted has comfortable bunk beds and an additional two 
bed cabin for those that require more privacy. Most 
importantly, warm fi res and great cooking make for a 
welcome retreat after the rigours of a day’s hunting.
 
Seven miles of private coastline provide crayfi sh and abalone 
(paua) which often supplement venison, wild pork and wild 
mutton on the menu. The lodge can accommodate a 
maximum number of eight people. Hunting is done either on a 
1 x 1 or 2 x 1 basis. 2 x 1 is the most cost effective but 
naturally hunters must then share the opportunities.
 
Any enquires either call the team at their Taupo offi ce 
(+64 7 378 0623) or email them enquiries@chrisjolly.co.nz . 
Mention that you are enquiring after seeing the Ridgeline 
2012 catalogue and you may well be offered a special deal, 
trip depending. For all other enquires about Chirs Jolly 
Outdoors check out their website  www.chrisjolly.co.nz.
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